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was on the spectroscopy of the chromosphere and on the distribution of intensity in the corona.
Davidson had a long association with stellar colour photometry actually carried out at Greenwich despite the unfavourable climate. He published with M artin observations of stellar effective wavelengths made with a grating, these effective wavelengths being a measure of colour. Later Greaves, Davidson and M artin published a very important series of observa tions of stellar colour temperature which were made with a slitless spectro graph placed at the Cassegrain focus of the 30-inch telescope and later at the same focus of the 36-inch telescope. Despite the fact that these measurements were made in the bad atmosphere of Greenwich itself, they remained for many years the standard observations of stellar colour. They were in fact absolute, as they were standardized by careful calibration with the best laboratory standards available.
When Davidson retired the then Astronomer Royal, Spencer Jones, made the following tribute to him, which appears in the Report to the Board of Visitors for 1938.
'It is not possible to state how much the Observatory has owed to M r Davidson, who for many years was in charge of the various programmes of observations with the 26-inch refractor and the 30-inch reflector. With a flail for the design of apparatus, he was consulted on many matters of design outside his own department. He had an unusual degree of skill in the adjustment and testing of optical apparatus and would always obtain the best possible lesults out of any given equipment. The design and supervision of construction of apparatus for use by general eclipse expeditions from the Royal Observatory was entrusted to Mr Davidson. ' Although Davidson retired from the Royal Observatory staff more than 30 years ago there are still some Greenwich men who remember him very well, not only because of his extreme skill with instruments but because he held strong principles yet was sensible enough to compromise. He had a dry sense of humour, and was very fair in his treatment of his juniors.
Davidson was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1931.
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